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ABSTRACT: Protein dynamics is strongly influenced by the surrounding
environment and physiological conditions. Here we employ broadband
megahertz-to-terahertz spectroscopy to explore the dynamics of water and
myoglobin protein on an extended time scale from femto- to nanosecond. The
dielectric spectra reveal several relaxations corresponding to the orientational
polarization mechanism, including the dynamics of loosely bound, tightly bound,
and bulk water, as well as collective vibrational modes of protein in an aqueous
environment. The dynamics of loosely bound and bulk water follow non-Arrhenius
behavior; however, the dynamics of water molecules in the tightly bound layer
obeys the Arrhenius-type relation. Combining molecular simulations and effective-
medium approximation, we have determined the number of water molecules in the tightly bound hydration layer and studied the
dynamics of protein as a function of temperature. The results provide the important impact of water on the biochemical functions of
proteins.

1. INTRODUCTION

Protein function is strongly dependent on protein flexibility
and stability in aqueous environments.1−9 The relationship
between structure and function is assumed to be optimized
with respect to proteins’ physiological conditions. Our
knowledge of the dynamics of proteins and their environments’
contributions to biochemical and molecular mechanisms falls
behind our understanding of three-dimensional structures and
biological mechanisms.1,6,8,10,11 This is due to a wide range of
internal motions, the complexity of protein systems, and their
environments, including the solvent and temperature.12,13

Water is an important solvent for the functionality of proteins.
Water is present in hydration shells around proteins and
beyond these layers in the bulk form. The dynamics of water
and protein, as well as protein−water interactions, are strongly
sensitive to temperature. At physiological temperatures,
protein must maintain specific three-dimensional conforma-
tions required for biochemical functions, e.g., for recognizing
and binding ligands. The structural stability of protein must
not be so substantial as to interfere with the precise and rapid
variations in structure during catalysis, binding, and metabolic
regulation. Thus, the stability and flexibility of proteins need to
be in balance at physiological temperatures.
Water at the interface between protein and bulk water is

essential for the protein’s stability and flexibility. Thus, to
understand the biological functions of proteins, the dynamics
and structure of the interfacial or hydration water molecules
need to be explored. It is well documented that hydration
water molecules covering protein surfaces do not freeze until

the temperature is well below the crystal homogeneous
nucleation point (Th ∼ 235 K), an important property for
biological functioning.13,14 The dynamics of hydration water as
well as hydrated proteins connects to their glass transition
temperature.15,16 It is generally accepted that the local changes
of protein are slaved by the dynamics of water in the first
hydration shell (δ1-relaxation), whereas the global conforma-
tional motions are driven by all water molecules around the
protein, including water in hydration shells (δ1-, δ2-relaxation)
and bulk water (γ-relaxation).8,10,17 Note that different
processes are labeled following the biophysical nomenclature,
in which the δ-relaxations of hydration water correspond to the
β-relaxations, the γ-relaxation of bulk water is regarded as the
α-relaxation in the glass-physics classification, and β-relaxation
denotes the tumbling of dipolar biomolecules in solution.8,11

The δ-relaxations of hydration water are located between γ-
and β-relaxations. It has been suggested that the dynamics
crossover in the orientational time of water molecules (from
non-Arrhenius to Arrhenius behavior) could be related to the
anomalies of water, but it is independent of liquid−liquid
critical point.18 Also, an understanding of dynamics and
structure of water in the intermediate region (δ2-relaxation)
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between the first hydration shell (δ1-relaxation) and bulk water
(γ-relaxation) is still incomplete.
The dynamics of proteins and surrounding water molecules

must be thermally driven; thus, the stability and flexibility of
hydrated proteins are strongly dependent on the temperature.
Molecular adaptation to the change in temperature seems to be
accompanied by altered dynamics and structure of water
molecules around proteins.19 Thus, in view of protein thermal
stability, the dynamics of proteins and hydration layers have an
optimum temperature at which they have evolved. Several
studies based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have
recently probed the critical dynamics taking place at
biomolecular interfaces and the effect of temperature
variation.20−25 The dielectric spectra from megahertz to
terahertz frequencies of aqueous protein solutions reveal
several dispersion regions,7,8,10 including the typical signatures
of relaxation processes of bound and bulk water as well as the
collective motions of proteins in solutions. Careful analysis of
the dynamics of water and protein in solution over an extended
range of temperature allows us to understand protein−water
interactions and the flexibility of proteins, which is maintained
at varying temperatures. We focus on the dielectric response of
both relaxation processes and collective motions of myoglobin
solutions at different temperatures in the present work.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1. Sample Preparation. Myoglobin solutions were

prepared by measuring and weighing protein and determining
the volume of protein solutions after dissolving myoglobin
protein in pure water. Myoglobin protein obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (Cat. No. M0630) with a molecular weight of
17.0 kDa was used to prepare myoglobin solutions. To
accurately determine the volume filling factor of the protein, f p,
and the molar concentrations, myoglobin protein was dissolved
in 10 mL of deionized water (resistivity of ∼18 MΩ cm) in a
volumetric flask. The measurement accuracy is ±0.03 mL or
0.5%. The dielectric response of the myoglobin solutions was
determined accurately from 200 MHz to 1.12 THz with
protein concentration from micromolar to millimolar using a
megahertz-to-terahertz frequency-domain spectrometer based
on a vector network analyzer.26−32

2.2. Dielectric Spectroscopy. To explore the temperature
effect on hydration dynamics and structure along with
collective motions of biomolecules in aqueous environment,
we have employed a frequency-domain dielectric spectrometer
covering the spectral range from 200 MHz to 1.12 THz
(0.00667−37.36 cm−1).26−28,31,32 The spectrometer consists of
two main parts, including a dielectric probe and frequency
extenders together with a vector network analyzer. A dielectric
probe (HP 85070E) has been used to characterize the low
frequency dielectric response from 200 MHz to 50 GHz. The
dielectric response of a solution at the terahertz frequency has
been collected using frequency extenders from Virginia Diodes,
with the frequency spanning a wide range from 60 GHz to 1.12
THz. To overcome the strong absorption of water, we have
developed the spectrometer to achieve a high dynamical range
up to 120 dB and simultaneously obtain intensity and phase
information on aqueous solutions.26 To ensure the thermal
stability of the solutions, we built a sample cell with anodized
aluminum and a variable optical path length for dielectric
measurements. Two transparent parallel windows at the
terahertz frequencies were installed inside the sample cell, in
which one is fixed and the other is in a mobile position with

submicrometer precision (∼0.08 μm). To control the
temperature, we cooled the sample cell with Peltier coolers
(Custom Thermoelectric) and heated it with power resistors
inserted in the cell. The temperature was monitored and
controlled with an accuracy of ±0.02 °C, using a temperature
controller (Lakeshore 336). From the phase and intensity
results as a function of the sample thickness, we have
determined the refractive index and absorption of solutions
at each frequency. The variable optical path-length cell
combined with the high dynamic range of the terahertz
spectrometer allows us to obtain the most precise and accurate
megahertz-to-terahertz dielectric spectra reported so far for this
frequency region.

2.3. Molecular Dynamics Simulations. The starting
coordinates for simulations of deoxy myoglobin protein were
taken from the X-ray crystallographic structure (PDB ID:
1bzp).33 Crystallographic water molecules were kept with
protein to achieve fast equilibration in the aqueous
simulation.34 MD simulations were performed using GRO-
MACS (version 2019.5)35 software package. CHARMM36
force field36 was used for the protein, and the SPC/E water
model was used to represent water. The SPC/E model37 has
shown the best reproduction of experimental water reorienta-
tion times and diffusion compared to the other common,
simple, fixed charge water force field models.38 For the MD
simulations, six temperatures were considered: 278, 288, 298,
308, 318, and 328 K.
The protein was centered in a cubic periodic box with a

minimum distance of 1.0 nm between protein and any side of
the box, and then the protein was solvated with water. In order
to neutralize the systems at a 0.15 M salt concentration, Na+

and Cl− ions were added. As the bond length constraint, Linear
Constraint Solver (LINCS) algorithm was used and for
electrostatic interactions,39 particle mesh Ewald summation
was used.40 For long-range interactions, grid spacing of 0.12
nm combined with an interpolation order of 4 was used. For
van der Waals interactions, a cutoff value of 0.4 nm was used.
Energy minimization was performed using steepest descent
algorithm. Annealing step was carried out by gradually heating
the system from 50 K to the desired temperature, throughout a
time period of 200 ps. Position restraints were imposed on
heavy atoms during the annealing step. Each system was
equilibrated in the NPT ensemble for 20 ns at each
temperature using V-rescale thermostat41 and at 1 bar using
Berendsen barostat.42 Then the production runs were carried
out in NVT ensembles at each temperature using Nose−́
Hoover thermostat for a canonical ensemble.43 Results were
obtained from sets of 100 ns simulations and three trajectories
were generated for each temperature using different randomly
assigned initial velocities.
All the analysis calculations were carried out using the

GROMACS software package. Solvation shells around the
protein were selected with cutoff values of 3.5, 4.5 and 9 Å,
which were selected according to the water radial distribution
function. Rotational autocorrelation functions were calculated
using the dipole reorientational autocorrelation function, C1(t)
calculations, determined with GROMACS software. Analysis
calculations were block-averaged with 25 ns time blocks
acquired from multiple trajectories. The terahertz spectra were
calculated from MD simulations through density of states
(DoS) calculations, which were obtained from the velocity
autocorrelation function.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The high sensitivity of the megahertz-to-terahertz spectrometer
allows us to investigate the dynamics of biomolecules in
aqueous solutions.26 The absorption coefficient and refractive
index of myoglobin solutions and pure water at 25 °C as a
function of frequency are shown in Figure 1a. The absorption
coefficient increases monotonically with frequency, whereas
the refractive index gently decreases. Comparing water and
myoglobin solutions, both absorption coefficient and refractive

index of the myoglobin solutions are lower than those of pure
water. This indicates that the presence of myoglobin in water
changes the optical properties of the solution. The
biomolecules displace position of water molecules, reducing
the number of water molecules in the solution. The absorption
of biomolecules is lower than that of water at the probed
frequencies, thus, the absorption of the solutions is reduced. In
addition, water molecules form hydration layers around
biomolecules because of the interaction with the protein
surface. These water molecules have a strong hydrogen bond
with the surface and relax with a longer time constant than that
of bulk water.
The absorption and refractive index as a function of

frequency, ν, measured from our setup can be used to
calculate the complex index of refraction, n* (ν), of a solution:

ν ν κ ν* = +n n i( ) ( ) ( ) (1)

where n(ν) is refractive index, κ(ν) is the extinction coefficient,
which is calculated from the absorption coefficient, α(ν), by
κ(ν)= α(ν)•c/(4πν) with c being the speed of light. It is
convenient to present the complex index of refraction in the

form of the dielectric constant, ν ε ν* = *n ( ) ( ) , of the
solution:

ε ν ε ν ε ν σ πνε* = ′ + ″ +i i( ) ( ) ( ) /(2 )0 (2)

where ε′(ν) and ε′′(ν) are the real part (or dielectric
dispersion) and the imaginary part (or dielectric loss) of the
protein solution, σ is the electrical conductivity of the solution,
and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (Figure 1b). To investigate
the temperature effect on the collective vibration motions of
protein and the protein−water interaction, we collected the
dielectric response spectra at different temperatures between 5
and 55 °C. Figure 1c shows the dielectric response spectra for
the 10 mM myoglobin solution at six selected temperatures.
The interaction between the megahertz-to-terahertz electro-

magnetic wave with biological solutions reveals the collective
vibrational motions as well as the hydration structure and
dynamics of hydrated biomolecules (Figure 1). The dielectric
dispersion, ε′(ν), for both pure water and myoglobin solutions
reduces with increasing frequency, and the values for
myoglobin solutions are lower. The dielectric loss, ε′′(ν),
shows a complex behavior. The frequency of the main peak
centered at ∼20 GHz appears in both water and myoglobin
solutions, but the maximum for the myoglobin solutions is
lower when compared with that of water. Taking a closer look
at the megahertz to gigahertz frequencies, the dielectric loss of
the myoglobin solutions is higher than that of water. Thus, the
increase in the dielectric loss at megahertz to gigahertz
frequencies of protein solutions is not expected from the bulk
water relaxation process.

3.1. Dynamics and Structure of Hydration Shells. The
interaction of electromagnetic waves with water molecules in
aqueous solutions at megahertz to gigahertz frequencies reveals
mechanisms of the reorientation dynamics of water. The
alternating electrical fields of the electromagnetic waves rotate
molecules with an electrical dipole moment. The spectroscopy
(Figure 1) provides conclusive information on water dynamics
in hydration layers (δ1 and δ2-relaxation) as well as in bulk
water (γ-relaxation).8,10,11

To explore the dielectric response at the megahertz to
gigahertz frequencies, it is sufficient to consider Debye-type
relaxations. At the molecular level, the interaction between

Figure 1. Interaction between aqueous myoglobin solutions and
electromagnetic wave in the megahertz to terahertz frequencies
revealing the dynamics of water molecules and collective motions of
protein in the solutions. (a) Absorption and refractive index (inset)
spectra of aqueous myoglobin solutions and pure water increase and
decrease with rising frequency, respectively, at 25 °C. (b) Complex
dielectric response including dielectric loss and dielectric dispersion
(inset) spectra of aqueous myoglobin solutions at 25 °C has been
obtained from the absorption and refractive index spectra. (c)
Complex dielectric response including dielectric loss and dielectric
dispersion (inset) spectra of the 10 mM myoglobin solution has been
collected at different temperatures.
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water molecules and protein modifies the dynamics of water
molecules. Water molecules in protein solutions can be divided
into several specific types, named bulk water and loosely and
tightly bound water.

ε ν ε
ε
πντ

ε
πντ

ε
πντ

* = +
Δ

+
+

Δ
+

+
Δ

+

∞ i i

i

( )
1 2 1 2

1 2

TB

TB

LB

LB

D

D (3)

where ΔεTB = εS − ε1, ΔεLB = ε1 − ε2 and ΔεD = ε2 − ε∞ are
dielectric strengths of tightly bound, loosely bound, and bulk
water, respectively, identified by individual Debye relaxation
processes; and, τTB, τLB, and τD are the corresponding
relaxation times. ε∞ is the contribution to the total dielectric
response from interactions at high frequencies. εS is the static
permittivity of the solution. The reorientation motion of large
molecules (β-relaxation) such as myoglobin with a molecular
weight of ∼17.0 kDa is typically in the submegahertz
frequencies,10,44 and is not investigated in this paper. The
reorientation relaxation of bulk water, τD, in protein solutions
and pure water at 25 °C has been well-characterized at 19.25
GHz or 8.27 ps.29,45,46 The reorientation dynamics of water
molecules at the interfacial area around myoglobin are complex
and less understood. Typically, they form two main types of
bound water, namely, loosely- and tightly bound water
molecules. Tightly bound water molecules have a direct and
strong contact to the protein surface (δ1-relaxation). They
cannot move easily and are considered to be an integral part of
the protein. Water molecules having weak interactions with the
protein, including some water molecules at the surface of the
protein and outside the first hydration layer, are associated
with the loosely bound water (δ2-relaxation).
Employing this method, we fit the dielectric spectra

including the real part ε′(ν) and the imaginary part ε′′(ν) as
a function of myoglobin concentration in solution and
temperature to eq 3. The relaxation time at 25 °C for bulk
water in solutions is similar to that obtained in pure water 8.15
± 0.35 ps (19.53 GHz).29,45,46 For the 10 mM myoglobin
solution, two longer relaxation times of 36.9 ± 1.9 and 568.7 ±
28.5 ps of water molecules in hydration layers were identified
for loosely- and tightly bound water, respectively, with
retardation factors of about 4.5 and 70 compared with bulk
water. The fitting to the Debye model provides dielectric
strengths of ΔτD = 52.67 ± 2.65, ΔτLB = 8.04 ± 0.39, and ΔτTB
= 2.63 ± 0.14, corresponding to the contribution of bulk water,
loosely-, and tightly bound water, respectively. The dielectric
spectra provide average macroscopic properties of molecules in
the solution involving bulk water and loosely and tightly bound
water. The observed behavior is in line with earlier studies on
solvated biomolecules reporting the heterogeneous dynamics
of water molecules over a large time scale from subpicoseconds
to nanoseconds.20,21,32,47,48

To extract the dielectric response originating from bound
water molecules, we subtracted the dielectric strength of bulk
water in the solution determined by the relaxation time, τD,
and dielectric contribution,ΔϵD, from the experimental data
(Figure 2b). Obviously, contributions of bound water
molecules can be identified by a superposition of several
relaxation processes that can be associated with two types of
water molecules in protein hydration layers. The fitting
parameters for myoglobin solutions with different concen-

trations at 25 °C are provided in Table 1, and for the 10 mM
myoglobin solution at different temperatures in Table 2.
The dielectric response of aqueous protein solutions

provides information of the hydration dynamics and structure
of water molecules around myoglobin. The dielectric
contribution as well as the relaxation time as a function of
myoglobin concentration in solution extracted from exper-
imental data are demonstrated in Figure 3. The relaxation
times for loosely (τLB) and tightly (τTB) bound water are
shown within experimental uncertainty to be 36.8 ± 1.8 and
569.4 ± 28.5 ps, respectively, over the range of myoglobin
concentration we have studied here (Figure 3a). The
contribution of the dielectric strength for loosely bound
(ΔτLB) and tightly bound *ΔτTB) water increases with a
tendency to saturate at solutions with a high myoglobin
concentration (Figure 3b). However, the dielectric amplitude
of bulk water in solution, ΔτD, decreases monotonically with
increasing myoglobin concentration (Figure 3c). The increase
in the dielectric strength of bound water indicates that a higher
number of water molecules are affected by protein when the
concentration of myoglobin in solution increases. The lowering
of the dielectric amplitude of bulk water is connected to water
molecules in hydration shells, which are kinetically slowed
down. Water molecules in hydration shells do not involve to
the dynamics of bulk water, thus lowering the contribution to

Figure 2. Dielectric response of the 10 mM myoglobin solution
providing insight into the nature of hydration water at the molecular
level. (a) Dielectric loss and dispersion (inset) spectra exhibit the
cooperative relaxation dynamics of water molecules in the solution.
The spectra are deconvoluted into three Debye elements, elucidating
the contributions from the loosely bound (τLB), tightly bound (τTB),
and bulk (τD) water in the solution. The red curves are fits to the
dielectric spectra based on three Debye elements. (b) Dielectric loss
and dispersion (inset) spectra for hydrated myoglobin are extracted at
25 and 55 °C, in which the bulk water contribution is subtracted.
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the dielectric response of bulk water. In addition, the decrease
in the dielectric strength of protein solutions also originates
from the replacement of strongly absorbing water molecules by
low absorbing protein molecules, reducing the absorption of
aqueous solutions.
The presence of myoglobin in an aqueous solution modifies

the dynamics of adjacent water molecules. The dielectric
amplitude of bulk water in the myoglobin solutions can be
used to estimate the number of water molecules in hydration
shells. As mentioned before, water molecules considered as
bulk water in the myoglobin solution relax with the time
constant of τD. If all of the water molecules in the myoglobin
solution are considered to be bulk water, the dielectric strength
of these water molecules can be determined from the volume
of water added to the solution, which corresponds to the “ideal
bulk water”, (blue line, Figure 3c). Nevertheless, in the
myoglobin solutions, the dielectric amplitude of actual bulk
water, ΔεD, derived from fitting the experimental data to the
Debye model (eq 3) is lower than the dielectric response of the
“ideal bulk water” (Figure 3c). The difference increases
considerably at high concentration of myoglobin in solution.
This behavior indicates that in protein solution, all water
molecules do not take part in the orientational relaxation of
bulk water. A remarkable fraction of water is bound directly or
indirectly to myoglobin via hydrogen bonding. These bound
water molecules relax via longer relaxation times as compared
to τD. The difference between dielectric strengths of the actual
bulk water in the solution and the “ideal bulk water” yields the
information of the “hydration effect” (Figure 3c). Thus, the
number of “slow” water molecules per myoglobin or the
“hydration number” can be determined as

=
− ε

ε
Δ

Δ
N c

c c

c
( )hyd Mb

w pure

Mb

w

pure

(4)

where cpure = 55.35 M is the molarity of pure water, Δεpure is
the dielectric strength of pure water, cw is the water

concentration, cMb is the myoglobin concentration, and Δεw
is the dielectric strength of bulk water in the solution. Using
the above approach, the number of water molecules, Nhyd,
affected by the presence of a myoglobin molecule can be
estimated of 1014 ± 50 in a 2 mM myoglobin solution. The
value is slightly lower in solutions with high myoglobin
concentration (Figure 3c, inset).
The hydration characteristics are consistent with the

hydration properties of proteins where water molecules are
kinetically affected by the protein’s surface.7,8,10 A minor

Table 1. Relaxation Time (τi) and Dielectric Strength (Δεi) of the Dielectric Response, and Electrical Conductivity (σ) of
Myoglobin Solutions at 25 °C, As Well As the Estimated Hydration Number (Nhyd)

a

c (mM) τD (ps) τLB (ps) τTB (ps) ΔτD ΔτLB ΔτTB σ (S m−1) Nhyd

1.00 8.26 37.1 576.8 71.25 0.97 0.55 0.13 1042
2.00 8.17 37.3 568.4 69.11 2.33 0.74 0.24 1014
3.25 8.24 36.4 568.2 66.50 3.54 0.95 0.31 989
5.00 8.05 36.9 567.6 63.00 4.93 1.55 0.37 976
7.50 8.23 36.2 566.1 58.86 6.11 1.95 0.40 957
10.0 7.88 36.3 569.3 52.67 8.04 2.63 0.46 941
15.0 8.15 37.5 564.4 43.28 9.76 3.33 0.51 840

aThe errors for fitting parameters were less than 5%.

Table 2. Relaxation Time (τi) and Dielectric Strength (Δεi)
of the Dielectric Response Collected from the 10 mM
Myoglobin Solution at Different Temperaturesa

T (°C) τD (ps) τLB (ps) τTB (ps) ΔεD ΔεLB ΔεTB Nhyd

5 14.9 42.6 636.9 57.04 11.12 1.76 1031
15 10.9 39.2 584.3 54.65 9.79 2.16 975
25 8.3 36.3 569.3 52.67 8.04 2.63 941
35 6.6 34.0 545.9 51.07 6.45 2.78 912
45 5.3 32.0 525.3 48.61 5.40 3.18 899
55 4.3 30.2 500.4 46.78 4.22 3.01 866

aThe errors for fitting parameters were less than 5%.

Figure 3. Dielectric response of relaxation processes in the megahertz
to gigahertz frequency region indicating the existence of multiple
relaxation processes in aqueous myoglobin solutions. (a) Reorienta-
tion relaxation times of loosely bound (τLB), tightly bound (τTB), and
bulk (τD) water remain the same with different protein concen-
trations. (b) Dielectric strengths of relaxation processes of loosely and
tightly bound water increase with protein concentration. (c)
Dielectric strength of bulk water, ΔεD, in aqueous myoglobin
solutions monotonically decreases with the concentration. A differ-
ence between dielectric strengths of the “ideal bulk water” (blue line),
under an assumption of all water relaxing via ΔD mode, and bulk
water in the protein solutions provides the information of the
hydration effect. (inset) The hydration number, Nhyd, is an estimation
of the number of water molecules per myoglobin that do not
participate in bulk water relaxation.
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change in the hydration number with concentration is
observed in the inset of Figure 3c. For low myoglobin
concentration solutions, myoglobin molecules are well
separated from each other, and the hydration dynamics is
likely to be driven solely by myoglobin−water interactions.
With increasing myoglobin concentration, the intermolecular
distance between myoglobin molecules starts to decrease, and
partial overlapping of hydration layers occurs in these
solutions. A minor decrease in the hydration number in high
myoglobin concentration solutions ensures that the over-
lapping of hydration layers is not taking effect extensively at the
concentrations studied here.
MD simulations provide further information regarding the

water distribution around proteins, including the structure and
dynamics of water in hydration layers. The number of
hydration water molecules in the loosely and tightly bound
layers, respectively, is determined by calculating the number of
water molecules involved in hydrogen bond to the protein
surface, and within the bound hydration layers of the protein
(approximately within the peak of the second layer of the
water−protein radial distribution function).49,50 MD simu-
lations were performed over the same temperature range as the
experiments.
To investigate the activity of water and myoglobin in

aqueous solutions, the temperature dependence of the
dielectric response for the 10 mM myoglobin solution was
performed (Figure 1c) at 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, and 55 °C. As
shown, when the temperature reduces, the dielectric spectra
shift toward lower frequency. Fitting parameters of exper-
imental results to eq 3 at different temperatures are presented
in Figure 4. The reorientation relaxation times of water
molecules in solutions become faster at higher temperature
(Figure 4a). The dielectric strengths corresponding to the
“ideal bulk water” in the solution were estimated with the
above assumption that all water molecules relax with the τD
relaxation mode at the individual temperature (Figure 4c). The
dielectric strengths of the “ideal bulk water” as well as bulk
water in myoglobin solutions decrease monotonically with
increasing temperature. This behavior is consistent with the
increased orientational correlation times (slower dynamics)
when the temperature of the solution is lower, or the thermal
fluctuation is reduced at lower temperature as reported in case
of conventional molecular liquids.51

The number of water molecules affected by the myoglobin
surface depends on the temperature of the environment. The
difference between the dielectric strengths of the “ideal bulk
water” and bulk water in the myoglobin solution increases at
lower temperatures (Figure 4c). This indicates that the
“hydration effect” increases with decreasing temperature as a
result of which more water molecules become a part of the
hydration shells. The hydration number at different temper-
atures was estimated similarly as described earlier. The
hydration number decreases with increasing temperature
(inset in Figure 4c). The observed trend can be explained by
the concept of “Debye screening length” or simply “Debye
length”.52 The Debye length is a measure of length-scale up to
which electrostatic effect of a charged entity persists in a
solvent medium. It has been reported previously that the
Debye length increases with a decrease in temperature in the
case of ionic liquids.53,54 The observed response was attributed
to a decrease in thermal fluctuations of the charged entities in
the solution. At lower temperatures, the Debye length for
myoglobin molecules increases and suppresses thermal

fluctuation of myoglobin. This leads to a higher number of
water molecules in the solution kinetically influenced at lower
temperature. As a result, the effective hydration numbers
increase at lower temperature. A significant increase in the
dielectric strength has been observed for the loosely bound
water, and a minor decrease in the dielectric strength of the
tightly bound water molecules has been detected (Figure 4b).
Overall, the increase in the bound water amplitudes can be
attributed to the increased hydration effect at low temper-
atures.

3.2. Glass Transition Temperature of Hydration
Water. To understand the coupling between the dynamics
of a protein and its surrounding water, it is important to
investigate the water dynamics as a function of temperature,
especially in the low-temperature regime. It has come across
that, unlike bulk water, hydration water does not crystallize
even when the temperature is well below the crystal
homogeneous nucleation temperature, Th ∼ 235 K, at ambient
pressure.14 However, the mechanisms governing the slowing
down of hydration water are currently a matter of stimulating
debate.13,17,55−59 The dynamics of cold and hydrated proteins
resembles the characteristics of glass formers, which are
enslaved by the bulk solvent (γ-relaxation) and the first

Figure 4. Dielectric response of relaxation processes of the 10 mM
myoglobin solution in the megahertz to gigahertz frequency region
depending on the temperature. (a) Reorientation relaxation times on
a logarithmic scale of loosely bound (τLB), tightly bound (τTB), and
bulk (τD) water increase with reducing temperature. (b) Dielectric
strengths of relaxation processes of tightly and loosely bound water
decrease with increasing temperature. (c) Dielectric strength of bulk
water, ΔτD, in aqueous protein solutions monotonically decreases
with increasing temperature. A difference between dielectric strengths
of the “ideal bulk water” (blue circles) and bulk water in protein
solutions provides the information on the hydration effect. (inset)
The hydration number, Nhyd, is an estimation of the number of water
molecules per myoglobin that do not participate in bulk water
relaxation as a function of temperature.
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hydration shell (δ1-relaxation or referred to the Johari−
Goldstein β-relaxation in the glass-physics community),11,60,61

rather than the protein dynamical transition.13 The γ-relaxation
manipulates the shape of the protein, following a Vogel−
Fulcher−Tammann (VFT)62 function which has a non-
Arrhenius behavior at higher temperatures. The δ1-relaxation
drives protein motions, exhibiting an Arrhenius relation at low
temperature.11,17 Recently, there has been experimental
support that a liquid−liquid transition for water exists in
supercooled water ∼180−220 K,16−18,62 because glassy water
is known to occur in two forms with different density.
Connected to this proposed transition is a dynamical
crossover, where the fragile behavior at high temperature (a
non-Arrhenius temperature dependence of the γ-relaxation
time) would change to the strong at low-temperature behavior
(an Arrhenius temperature dependence of the δ1-relaxation
time).
The temperature dependence of relaxation times of water in

protein solution provides dynamical properties of hydrated
protein.63−65 We analyze the relaxation time of loosely and
tightly bound and bulk water molecules as a function of
temperature in myoglobin solutions by fitting the data to the
VFT62 equation (eq 5) or the Arrhenius-type relation62 (eq 6)
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where T is the absolute temperature of the solution, T0 is the
glass transition temperature where the relaxation time, τ,
appears to diverge, τ0 is the relaxation time extrapolated to
infinity temperature, B is the deviation from the Arrhenius
activation energy and related to fragility, and U is the activation
energy describing the rotation dynamics.
The temperature dependence of the relaxation time of bulk

water in this frequency range follows the VFT (non-Arrhenius)
behavior. The best fit for the relaxation time as a function of
temperature yields τ0 = 0.12 × 10−12, B = 5.31, and T0 = 132 ±
11 K (red curve in Figure 4a). The temperature value, T0, for
bulk water obtained here is similar to reported values in the
literature of ∼136 K for the glass transition temperature of
water using various water mixtures at temperature down to 100
K.45,66−68 Similarly, the temperature dependence of the
dynamics of loosely bound water is well described by the
VFT-type relation. The best fit for the relaxation time of the
loosely bound water has been obtained as τ0 = 9.24 × 10−12, B
= 2.51, and T0 = 105 ± 11 K. This suggests that the dynamics
of loosely bound water molecules having a weak interaction
with the protein surface follows the same glass transition
behavior as bulk water. The glass transition temperature for the
loosely bound water is lower and the value is closer to that of
bulk water. From the extrapolation of the two VFT fitting
curves, we find a crossover temperature for the loosely bound
and bulk water at ∼246 K.
The complex interactions between protein and water have

induced a strong distortion of the hydrogen bonding network.
This indicates that the cooperative relaxation process of water
has been affected strongly by the surface of the protein,
forming a tightly bound water layer around the protein in
myoglobin solutions. MD simulations indicate that water
molecules directly hydrogen bonded to the protein constitute

the vast majority of the tightly bound water molecules, as
further discussed below. The temperature dependence of the
relaxation time of tightly bound water follows the Arrhenius-
type relation. We obtain best fits for the temperature
dependence of the relaxation time for tightly bound water
with τ0 = 142.6 × 10−12, U/kB = 412 ± 29. Because the
relaxation process is not expected to participate in the glass
transition of water, this observation supports the point that the
process is originated from the first layer of hydration water.
The extrapolation of fitting curves of the bulk water and the
tightly bound water shows a crossing at 211 K. This value is
similar to previous observations of ∼220 K for the fragile-to-
strong dynamic crossover (non-Arrhenius to Arrhenius
behavior transition) collected at the supercooled liquids for
the γ- and δ1-relaxation processes, corresponding to the
relaxation of bulk and tightly bound water, respec-
tively.13,17,55,69 The results are consistent with calorimetric
study,69 broadband dielectric spectroscopy,13,55 neutron
scattering experiments,16,17 and computational meth-
ods.5,20,23,47,70 It is noted that bound water molecules in
hydration shells are not localized with respect to their distance
from protein surface and a significant dynamic exchange
between bound and bulk water molecules takes place, as
reported by Bagchi et al.5,20,23,47,70 The theoretical models
show a distinct behavior of hydrogen bond exchange of bulk
water and tightly bound water molecules. The time constants
as well as activation energy obtained here are in line with
theoretical estimation based on the dynamic exchange of bulk
and bound water in protein solutions.70

The temperature dependence of the dielectric strength of
the tightly bound water, ΔτTB, shows an opposite behavior to
those observed for the loosely bound and bulk water. The
dielectric strength of the tightly bound water increases with
increasing temperature and the trend cannot be interpreted as
the γ-relaxation of the bulk water. These water molecules
located at the interface between the protein and the water have
reorientational motion with small angle (thermal activation).71

Thus, the relaxation process involving localized molecule
motions depends on temperature. The monotonic increase of
the dielectric strength with temperature originates from the
strong coupling of water molecules to protein surface by
hydrogen boding. The behavior has been observed for
confined water molecules when mixing water with hydrophilic
solutes and in nanometer spaces.58,61,71 The water molecules
have a strong interaction with myoglobin’s surface, and relax
with Arrhenius temperature dependence. They become an
integral part of the protein.
The reorientational dynamics of water within the hydration

shell, evaluated using different cutoff distances from the
myoglobin surface, at 15 °C are shown in Figure 5a. As can be
seen, water molecules closest to the protein surface are the
primary contributors to the slowest dynamics within the
autocorrelation function (ACF). The protein−water radial
distribution function (RDF) shows two well-defined peaks
around 2.75 and 3.5 Å, as well as an outer, less-defined
hydration shell peaking around 4.5 Å (Figure 5a, inset). For
the MD analysis, tightly bound water molecules are defined as
those that are directly hydrogen-bonded to the protein. Figure
5b shows the reorientation correlation functions for hydration
water molecules at 5, 35, and 55 °C. As expected, the
reorientational dynamics generally accelerate with temperature.
However, the reorientational lifetime of molecules hydrogen-
bonded to the protein (tightly bound water, black line, Figure
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5b, inset) is found to hold steady or increase slightly with
temperatures up to 25 °C, and then decrease at higher
temperatures. Meanwhile, the reorientational lifetimes of
loosely bound water decrease with temperature, following a
similar trend as the dynamics of bulk water.
3.3. Collective Vibrations of Hydrated Proteins. At

terahertz frequencies, the electromagnetic waves interact with
collective vibrational motions of protein in solution, including
inter- and intramolecular motions of molecular chains as well
as hydration layers. In myoglobin solutions, water molecules
around myoglobin form loosely- and tightly bound hydration
layers (Figure 2). Water molecules in the tightly bound
hydration layer have direct and strong contacts with the
myoglobin surface, primarily in the form of hydrogen bonds.
They become an essential part of the protein and cannot move
easily.7,10,28 Terahertz dielectric spectra of hydrated myoglobin
in aqueous solutions reflect low-frequency vibrations, involving
backbone and sidechains collective motions as well as water−
myoglobin interactions. With high precision and simultaneous
measurements of the absorption coefficient and refractive
index of aqueous myoglobin solutions, we are able to
adequately analyze the collective vibrational modes of hydrated

myoglobin and the number of water molecules in the tightly
bound hydration layer.
As a result of a heterogeneous system, myoglobin solutions

can be described as a mixture of hydrated myoglobin and
water, in which each component has its own dielectric
property, εhMb* and εwat* , respectively. The combination of the
complex dielectric response of water and hydrated myoglobin
results in the dielectric response of the solution, εsol* , which is
determined from experimental results of absorption coefficient,
α(ν) and refractive index, n(ν).10,72,73 The size of hydrated
myoglobin is orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength
of probing electromagnetic waves, so the composite systems
can be approximated as an effective homogeneous medium.
Several effective-medium theory (EMT) models73−76 have
been proposed for systems based on physical characteristics of
the individual components. Given the high dielectric contrast
between water and myoglobin molecules, the choice of EMT
models requires special attention. The Bruggeman model,72−74

suitable for a high permittivity contrast and anisotropic
medium, was used in the form

ε ν
ε ε ε

ε ε
* =

* + − * *

− * + *
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2 (3 2)

(3 1)hMb
sol

2
h sol wat

h sol sol (7)

where f h is the volume fraction of hydrated myoglobin in the
solution. The model equally treats the high and low
concentration limits of solutes under specific considerations.
First, a portion of water molecules absorbed in the tightly
bound hydration shell of a myoglobin is considered to be an
integral part of the myoglobin molecule in the aqueous
solution. These water molecules located in the first hydration
layer have a strong and direct contact to the surface of
myoglobin and are kinetically retarded compared to that of the
rest of water molecules. Second, myoglobin molecules were
approximated as spherical macromolecules with radius, RMb.
They are enclosed by the tightly bound water molecules, and
the water molecules are imbedded within an average thickness
of d from the surface of myoglobin. The volume fraction of
hydrated myoglobin can be represented as f hMb = (NMb/
V)(4π/3)(RMb + d)3, where NMb/V is the myoglobin
concentration in the aqueous solution. The estimation requires
that the dielectric loss falls to zero at zero frequency.73 Finally,
molecular properties of the tightly bound water molecules were
assumed to be similar to bulk water, but their dynamics are
kinetically retarded.
Applying the Bruggeman effective-medium analysis, we

estimated the dielectric response and the number of water
molecules in the tightly bound hydration layer of a hydrated
myoglobin (Figure 6a). Broad spectra of the dielectric loss of
hydrated myoglobin at different temperatures have been
identified with a peak intensity around 1 THz. The broad
spectra of hydrated protein have been observed in the
literature3,10 and correlated with protein activities.10 The
number of water molecules in the tightly bound hydration
layer considered as an integral part of myoglobin is found to be
of ∼200−225 per myoglobin at most temperatures, comprising
less than one water layer from the myoglobin surface. Note
that these water molecules are not kinetically frozen; however,
they are highly enslaved to myoglobin collective motions. The
estimation of the number of water molecules in the tightly
bound layer shows a local minimum at a temperature of
around 20−30 °C (Figure 6c).

Figure 5. Dipole reorientation autocorrelation functions (ACFs) from
MD simulations for water in the protein solution containing multiple
exponential-decay components. (a) ACFs at 15 °C evaluated for
water molecules within 3.5, 4.5, and 9.0 Å distance from the protein
surface indicate three different dynamics including loosely-, tightly
bound and bulk water. The protein−water radial distribution function
(upper inset) shows three hydration layers peaked at ∼2.75, 3.5, and
4.5 Å. Slower dynamics are observed for water closer to the protein
surface. b) The ACFs for water molecules within 4.5 Å from the
protein surface display the dynamics of hydration water at different
temperatures (5, 35, and 55 °C). The variation of the water relaxation
times (lower inset) as a function of temperature has been investigated.
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To maintain the specific three-dimensional conformations
for biological function, proteins must have structural stability at
the physiological temperature. The flexibility of the protein and
the hydration water allows the structure to change rapidly with
high sensitivity to regulatory signals. Thus, the preference for
myoglobin stability should be a balance between stability and
flexibility of structure rather than the maximum stability. Water
plays an important role for the structural stability and lability of
hydrated proteins. The total number of water molecules
affected by the presence of myoglobin, including the loosely
and tightly bound water or the hydration number, reduces with
increasing temperature (Figure 3c). However, the number of
tightly bound water molecules, which is an integral part of

myoglobin exhibits a local minimum at 20−30 °C (Figure 6c),
indicating an optimum for myoglobin function at the
physiological temperature.
The dynamics of hydrated myoglobin strongly depend on

temperature. At higher temperature, a larger collective motion
has been expected. As can be seen from Figure 6a, the
amplitude of the dielectric loss spectra of hydrated myoglobin
increases from 5 to 55 °C, indicating a higher activity of
myoglobin at higher temperature. To establish an adequate
picture for hydrated myoglobin at the molecular level, we
conducted MD simulations to investigate the hydration
structure and dynamics of myoglobin. The purpose was to
combine computational results to experimental dielectric
responses and, thus, provide a microscopic insight into the
collective motions and hydration dynamics of myoglobin in
solution. We compute the vibrational density of states (VDoS)
of hydrated myoglobin (in aqueous solution), characterizing
the collective vibrational modes of side chains and backbone.
The results of aqueous myoglobin solution at 25 °C are shown
in Figure 6b. The VDoS spectrum of the side chains has its
peak intensity at a frequency around 0.7 THz, whereas that of
the backbone spectrum has a slightly broader peak at about 1
THz. As a result, the VDoS spectrum of myoglobin chain
exhibits a maximum at ∼1 THz. The MD simulations are in
good agreement with the experimental results.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have employed broad-band dielectric spectroscopy from
megahertz to terahertz frequencies to map out the dynamics of
protein and water in aqueous solutions in the range from
femto- to nanosecond, providing insights into the flexibility
and stability of protein in aqueous environments under
physiological conditions. The dielectric spectroscopy in the
megahertz to gigahertz region indicates three main relaxation
polarization processes of water in myoglobin solutions,
including the tightly bound, loosely bound, and bulk water
with reorientation times of 550, ∼40, and 8 ps, respectively, at
room temperature. The relaxation dynamics become faster at
elevated temperature. The temperature dependence of the
relaxation time of loosely bound and bulk water molecules
follows non-Arrhenius behavior with extrapolated glass
transition temperatures of 105 and 132 K, respectively.
However, the relaxation time for the tightly bound water
molecules as a function of temperature obeys the Arrhenius
type. Following the extrapolations of these behavior, we
realized that there are two dynamic crossover points at the low-
temperature regime of the water in protein solutions at 211
and 246 K.
The collective motions and hydration structure of

myoglobin depend strongly on the temperature. The amplitude
of the dielectric loss spectra of hydrated myoglobin increases
with temperature, indicating a higher activity of hydrated
myoglobin at higher temperature. The total number of water
molecules affected by the presence of a myoglobin molecule
(hydration number) has been estimated to be ∼1000,
including both loosely and tightly bound water. In higher
myoglobin concentration solutions, hydration shells start to
overlap, resulting in a decrease in the hydration number.
Combining molecular dynamic simulations and the terahertz
spectroscopy results, we are able to estimate the number of
tightly bound water molecules, which is about 200−250
molecules per protein, as well as the collective vibrational
modes of hydrated myoglobin proteins as a function of

Figure 6. Dielectric response of hydrated myoglobin, uncovering
collective motions of myoglobin in the aqueous environment. (a)
Dielectric loss and dispersion (inset) of hydrated myoglobin are
estimated using the Bruggeman effective-medium approximation at
different temperatures for the 10 mM myoglobin solution. (b) VDoS
of aqueous myoglobin at 25 °C. (c) Number of water molecules in the
tightly bound hydration layer is a part of the hydrated myoglobin
protein. MD results show the number of protein−water hydrogen
bonds.
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temperature. MD simulations yield results in excellent
agreement with experiments, showing ∼230 water molecules
directly hydrogen bonded to the surface of a myoglobin
around physiological temperature. Furthermore, the MD
simulations indicate that the predominant contribution to
the dielectric spectra at the terahertz region originates from
large-scale collective motions of hydrated myoglobin proteins.
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